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Development of a prototype system for archiving integrative/
hybrid structure models of biological macromolecules

Brinda Vallat1,3,*, Benjamin Webb2, John Westbrook1, Andrej Sali2, and Helen M. Berman1

1Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics, Center for Integrative Proteomics 
Research, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, Piscataway, NJ 08854, USA

2Department of Bioengineering and Therapeutic Sciences, Department of Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry and California Institute for Quantitative Biosciences, University of California at San 
Francisco, CA 94143, USA

Summary

Essential processes in biology are carried out by large macromolecular assemblies, whose 

structures are often difficult to determine by traditional methods. Increasingly, researchers 

combine measured data and computed information from several complementary methods to obtain 

“hybrid” or “integrative” structural models of macromolecules and their assemblies. These 

integrative/hybrid (I/H) models are not archived in the Protein Data Bank because of the absence 

of standard data representations and processing mechanisms. Here, we present the development of 

data standards and a prototype system for archiving I/H models. The data standards provide the 

definitions required for representing I/H models that span multiple spatiotemporal scales and 

conformational states as well as spatial restraints derived from different experimental techniques. 

Based on these data definitions, we have built a prototype system called PDB-Dev, which provides 

the infrastructure necessary to archive I/H structural models. PDB-Dev is now accepting structures 

and is open to the community for new submissions.

eTOC

Vallat et al., describe the data representation and prototype system for archiving structural models 

of biological macromolecules computed by integrative/hybrid modeling. The PDB-Dev prototype 

system enables the deposition, archiving and dissemination of integrative structural models in a 

standard form.
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1 Introduction

The Protein Data Bank (PDB) archives experimentally derived structures of biological 

macromolecules (Berman et al., 2000). The PDB currently holds over 135,000 structures 

that were determined primarily by X-ray crystallography (X-ray), Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and three-dimensional Electron Microscopy (3DEM). An 

outcome of a workshop held in 2005 was a new policy that the PDB should only contain 

models of structures determined from experimental measurements on physical samples, and 

that purely computational models should be held in a separate repository (Berman et al., 

2006). Subsequently, the Model Archive was built to archive computational models obtained 

through comparative and ab initio modeling methods (Haas et al., 2013; Haas and Schwede, 

2013).

Integrative/hybrid (I/H) methods of structure determination (Alber et al., 2007a; Alber et al., 

2008; Ward et al., 2013; Sali et al., 2015) use spatial restraints derived from a variety of 

experimental techniques to build the structures of biological macromolecules (Figure 1). 

These I/H methods are especially useful to model structures that are not amenable to 

primary methods of structure determination, such as X-ray, NMR and 3DEM. The different 

types of experiments that contribute spatial restraints used in I/H modeling include Chemical 

Crosslinking (CX), Mass Spectrometry (MS), Small Angle Scattering (SAS), Electron 

Tomography (ET), Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), Electron 

Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and various 

Proteomics methods (Alber et al., 2007a; Alber et al., 2008; Ward et al., 2013; Sali et al., 

2015). The experimentally derived spatial restraints are supplemented by spatial restraints 
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obtained from statistical analyses and physical principles to assemble a given set of 

structural components (experimental or computational) into the complete structure of an 

assembly. Several modeling applications such as Integrative Modeling Platform (IMP) 
(Russel et al., 2012), ROSETTA (Leaver-Fay et al., 2011), HADDOCK (Dominguez et al., 

2003), BCL (Woetzel et al., 2011; Karakas et al., 2012; Weiner et al., 2014) and others have 

been developed and/or extended to handle I/H modeling. Structures of many 

macromolecular complexes have been determined using I/H methods (Sali et al., 2015), 

including the nuclear pore complex (Alber et al., 2007a; Alber et al., 2007b) and its sub-

complexes (Kim et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2014; Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2016; Upla et al., 

2017), the type III secretion system needle (Loquet et al., 2012), the proteosomal lid sub-

complex (Politis et al., 2014), the ESCRT-I complex (Boura et al., 2011) and an RNA 

ribosome-binding element from the turnip crinkle virus genome (Gong et al., 2015). 

Although these structures have been described in the scientific literature, they have not been 

archived in the PDB because there were no standard mechanisms to represent, validate, 

process, archive and disseminate these models.

In a wwPDB I/H Methods Task Force workshop held in 2014, a set of recommendations was 

put forward to enable the archiving of I/H models (Sali et al., 2015). A key recommendation 

proposed the development of a flexible model representation that allows for ensembles of 

multi-scale models (with atomistic and coarse-grained, non-atomistic representations), 

multi-state models (allowing for simultaneous multiple conformations), and ordered models 

(models related by time or other order). In addition, the recommendations proposed the 

creation of a federated system of model and data archives that interoperate with each other 

and the development of methods to estimate uncertainties of I/H models and the 

experimental data on which they are based.

In this paper, we describe the development of a flexible data representation to encode I/H 

structural models and the creation of a prototype system for archiving I/H models, called 

PDB-Dev. Together, these provide the foundation for building a robust data pipeline for 

validation, curation and dissemination of I/H models.

2 Results and Discussion

We have chosen to create the new I/H methods data representation as an extension of the 

existing PDBx/mmCIF data representation (Fitzgerald et al., 2005; Westbrook, 2013) used 

by the wwPDB to archive structures of biological macromolecules. The fundamental 

concepts used in creating data standards, the structure and contents of the new I/H methods 

data representation and the development of the PDB-Dev prototype system are discussed 

below. We use the all-inclusive term “data” to broadly refer to the data contents of the PDB-

Dev prototype system, which includes the I/H structural models, associated spatial restraints, 

modeling protocols, and supporting metadata.

2.1 Overview of structural biology data standards

Data standards provide an essential foundation for building an archive. Data standards are 

technical specifications describing the semantics, logical organization, and physical 

encoding of the data and metadata to be archived. These specifications can be represented as 
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a dictionary of terminology. Each definition in the dictionary establishes a unique name for a 

data item and includes precise definitions and examples. Definitions also include metadata 

used for assessing and maintaining data consistency, such as data type, controlled 

vocabularies, boundary conditions and parent-child relationships with other data items. 

Every data file archived in a repository follows the data standards specified in the dictionary. 

To maximize their utility, data standards are encoded in a software-accessible form, which 

can be leveraged by the operations of an automated data pipeline supporting repository 

deposition, validation, curation, archiving and dissemination of standardized data.

Developing community data standards requires a deep understanding of the underlying 

scientific domain, and how applications produce and consume the data. The latter 

considerations are critically important in developing data standards to support software 

automation. In the following sections, we describe current data standards used in structural 

biology and the extensions that we have developed to describe I/H investigations.

The PDB format—The PDB format provides a standard representation for 

macromolecular structure data derived from structural biology studies (Westbrook and 

Fitzgerald, 2009). This representation was created in the 1970’s and a large amount of 

software has been developed to work with this format. The PDB data file contains 

information regarding the atomic coordinates provided in a table of fixed-width columns 

representing particular data terms. The PDB file also contains semi-structured remark 
records containing metadata describing the molecular systems, experimental methods, 

authors, citations, etc. While the PDB format has endured for decades due to its simplicity 

and convenience, the use of fixed-width columns in the atomic coordinate tables limits its 

ability to handle large structures. This limitation among others led to the development of the 

mmCIF data framework for X-ray crystallography (Fitzgerald et al., 2005).

The PDBx/mmCIF framework—The data and publication standard of the International 

Union of Crystallography (IUCr) for diffraction experiments on small molecules is the 

Crystallographic Information Framework (CIF) (Hall et al., 1991). This data representation 

was revised to describe the process and results of macromolecular structure determinations. 

By design, the Macromolecular Crystallographic Information Framework (mmCIF) is 

extensible (Fitzgerald et al., 2005). Over time, the wwPDB worked with the NMR, 3DEM 

and SAS communities to extend the metadata framework, allowing for representing and 

exchanging the data required to archive and validate model structures obtained from these 

experimental methods. PDBx/mmCIF has evolved while serving as the metadata and 

archiving data standard for the PDB archive (Westbrook et al., 2005; Westbrook and 

Fitzgerald, 2009; Westbrook, 2013). It was officially adopted as the Master format for the 

PDB in 2011.

2.2 Data standards for I/H methods

Data standards describing I/H modeling methods have been developed as an extension of the 

PDBx/mmCIF framework (section 2.1). The advantages of building on an existing data 

standard are multi-fold:
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a. Interoperability: The extension facilitates seamless interoperation with the PDB 

archive, which is based on the PDBx/mmCIF data standard.

b. Reusability: Carefully crafted descriptions of biological macromolecules, their 

polymeric sequences, atomic structures and associated ligands can be reused.

c. Extensibility: The PDBx/mmCIF standard and related extensions are themselves 

highly extensible and provide the flexibility and scalability required for adapting 

to future needs as the field evolves.

d. Automation: Software tools have been developed to handle the dictionaries and 

data files that follow the PDBx/mmCIF specifications. These existing tools can 

be adapted to manage the new I/H methods data dictionary (referred to as the 

IHM dictionary) and associated data files (referred to as IHM data files).

These advantages make the PDBx/mmCIF extension a convenient choice for creating the 

data representation for structures determined using I/H methods.

We have used specific examples of I/H models (described in the STAR methods section) as 

use cases to guide the development of the IHM dictionary. The dictionary and associated 

documentation are freely available from a public GitHub repository (https://github.com/

ihmwg/IHM-dictionary) (Vallat et al., 2016a; Vallat et al., 2016b). The dictionary contains 

definitions and examples for over 300 new data items that collectively establish the data 

standards for I/H methods. Figure 2 summarizes the data contents of the IHM dictionary, 

which includes definitions for input sequence and structural data, restraints obtained from 

experimental sources as well as descriptions of multi-scale, multi-state and ordered 

ensembles of macromolecular assemblies. The important concepts and contents of the IHM 

dictionary are discussed below.

Extending existing definitions from PDBx/mmCIF—In developing the IHM 

dictionary, we have extended the data definitions in the current PDBx/mmCIF dictionary. 

Figure 3a shows some of the existing data definitions in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary that 

pertain to the representation of small molecules (ligands), polymeric macromolecules and 

biomolecular complexes. These definitions include generic descriptions of the 

macromolecular components, representations of ligands, amino acid residues, nucleotides, 

and polymer sequences, and atomic coordinates and related structural features. Other 

definitions that contain information about software used in modeling, bibliographic citations 

and authors of the structure are also included in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary. The 

descriptions of complex structural assemblies and representations of multi-scale models are 

provided as extensions in the IHM dictionary (Figure 3b).

Referencing data from external resources—There are several existing repositories 

that archive experimental data. These repositories include the PDB for X-ray structure 

factors (Berman et al., 2014), the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (BMRB) for 

NMR data (Ulrich et al., 2008), the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) for 3DEM 

maps (Lawson et al., 2016; Patwardhan and Lawson, 2016), the Electron Microscopy Public 

Image Archive (EMPIAR) for EM raw micrographs and two-dimensional EM (2DEM) class 

averages (Iudin et al., 2016), Small Angle Scattering Biological Data Bank (SASBDB 
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(Valentini et al., 2015)) and BIOISIS (Rambo et al., 2017) for SAS data, and the Proteomics 

Identifiers database (PRIDE (Vizcaino et al., 2016)) and the PEPTIDE ATLAS project 

(Desiere et al., 2006) from the ProteomeXchange consortium (Vizcaino et al., 2014) for 

proteomics data. Other communities, such as those collecting FRET, EPR, and MS data, are 

beginning to address the requirements for building their own data archives. Similarly, the 

structural model repositories include the PDB archive for structural models determined 

predominantly using X-ray, NMR or 3DEM, the Model Archive for computational models 

(Haas et al., 2013; Haas and Schwede, 2013) and the PDB-Dev prototype system, developed 

as part of this project, which archives I/H models. Macromolecular sequence information is 

available through the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC) 

(Nakamura et al., 2013; Benson et al., 2015) and UniProt (The UniProt Consortium, 2017) 

and small molecule chemical information is available from the Cambridge Crystallographic 

Data Center (CCDC) (Groom et al., 2016).

The IHM dictionary provides mechanisms to reference experimental data, structural models 

and macromolecular sequence information available from external repositories, using 

appropriate provenance details including database names, accession codes and version 

numbers (Figure 4a). If the data has not been archived in a public repository, the IHM 

dictionary provides alternate mechanisms to reference external datasets using Digital Object 

Identifiers (DOI (The International DOI Foundation, 2006)) or persistent Uniform Resource 

Identifiers (URI) that may be obtained from a provider (Figure 4a). For example, Zenodo 

(Nielson, 2017) provides hosting and DOI registration for experimental datasets and GitHub 

provides hosting services, collaboration tools as well as version controls for data and 

software.

Structural models of assembly components—Integrative structure modeling often 

makes use of structural models of assembly components (e.g., domains, proteins and sub-

complexes) that may be available in existing structural model repositories, such as the PDB 

and the Model Archive. The starting structural models of assembly components can be 

linked to entries in external repositories (Figure 4b). Optionally, the initial sets of 

coordinates used as input for modeling can be included in the data file. If the starting 

component model is a comparative model, additional details regarding the structural 

templates and target-template sequence alignments used to obtain the starting comparative 

models can also be provided. The dictionary also allows for noting whether the starting 

models were rigid or flexible during modeling.

Experimentally derived spatial restraints—The primary experimental data 

underpinning the structural model will be referenced from external resources, such as an 

experimental data repository or via DOIs as described earlier. The spatial restraints derived 

from the experimental data will, however, be archived along with the structural models 

(Figure 4c) to enable analysis, validation and visualization of the structures. Because it is not 

always possible to decouple method-specific details from the interpretation of the restraints, 

we have implemented distinct definitions for restraints derived from different kinds of 

experiments.
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For example, the definitions of distance restraints derived from chemical crosslinking 

experiments address the application of the restraints to the current molecular system as well 

as the handling of associated experimental ambiguities. Other experimental restraints 

defined in the IHM dictionary include those derived from two-dimensional electron 

microscopy class average images (2DEM), 3DEM density maps, data from SAS experiments 

and predicted contacts from high-throughput sequencing experiments (Figure 4c). The 

dictionary also contains definitions for generic distance restraints between atoms and 

residues that may be obtained from different kinds of biophysical and proteomics 

experiments. These data definitions are based on specific use cases (described in the STAR 

methods section) and will be expanded as we obtain more modeling examples that utilize 

different types of experimental data.

Representation of ensembles of multi-scale, multi-state and ordered models—
The representation of models in the IHM dictionary extends the scope of the current 

structural representation of macromolecular data in the PDB archive. Because the existing 

PDBx/mmCIF dictionary is designed only for single-scale atomistic structures, the IHM 

dictionary provides the definitions required to represent ensembles of multi-scale, multi-

state and ordered collections of macromolecular structures.

Representation of multi-scale models: Experimental techniques do not always provide 

information at atomic resolution. It is possible for part of a macromolecular complex to have 

an atomic structure determined by X-ray crystallography, whereas the rest of the complex 

may not have an experimental or comparative model to begin with. In such cases, it is useful 

to model the former as atomistic rigid bodies and coarse-grain the latter as flexible single or 

multi-residue beads leading to a model representation with multiple scales of resolution. 

Different components or regions in a multi-scale assembly can be represented at different 

resolutions. Moreover, even the same region of a model can be represented with different 

granularity, typically to facilitate imposing restraints of varying precision. For example, a 

chemical cross-link between two residues across a protein interface is conveniently imposed 

as an upper bound on the distance between the two beads representing the cross-linked 

residues, whereas an affinity purification observation of interaction between the same two 

proteins is imposed as a contact between two larger beads representing the interacting 

proteins. In addition to the descriptions of atomic coordinates provided in the PDBx/mmCIF 

dictionary, definitions for coarse-grained representations for single and multi-residue 

spherical beads and three dimensional Gaussian objects characterizing regions of low 

resolution are provided in the IHM dictionary along with descriptions of how they are 

applied to the current molecular system (Figure 3b).

The IHM dictionary also provides a set of definitions to represent hierarchical structural 

assemblies comprised of different sub-components of the molecular system (Figure 3b). This 

hierarchical representation allows for depicting different sub-assemblies and super-

assemblies relevant to the integrative modeling study.

Representation of multi-state models: Integrative modeling can involve multiple 

conformational states (Figure 5a) such as structurally open and closed states, functionally 

active and inactive states, ligand bound and unbound states, etc. Information regarding 
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conformational diversity may be obtained from single-molecule experiments, where a single 

molecule changes conformation over time or from other experiments where fractions of 

molecules in different conformations exist in an equilibrium (Molnar et al., 2014). In case of 

the latter, structures representing all the states of a multi-state model are required to satisfy 

the input experimental restraints. We have incorporated descriptions of multi-state models in 

the dictionary.

Representation of ordered models: Integrative modeling can lead to time-ordered 

structures (Figure 5a) or those ordered by other criteria such as the sequence of events in an 

assembly process. Ordered sets of structural models are defined in the IHM dictionary as 

directed graphs (Beng-Jensen and Gutin, 2008), where models obtained at a particular time 

point or event are the nodes and the ordered relationships between them are the directed 

edges. Linear, branched and cyclic relationships can thus be expressed using the directed 

graph representation. The graph is stored in the IHM data file as a simple list of edges.

Representation of ensembles of models: The outcome of an integrative modeling study 

may be an ensemble of models each one of which satisfies the input spatial restraints well 

(Figure 5a), similar to the model ensemble obtained by satisfying NMR-derived restraints. 

The IHM dictionary allows for a single data file to include multiple models that belong to an 

ensemble. Additionally, I/H ensembles can be conformationally diverse as well as 

compositionally heterogeneous, consisting of models with different assembly components or 

varying in their multi-scale model representations. The IHM dictionary provides a unique 

model number identifier for each model, which forms the crucial link between various 

descriptions of structural assemblies as well as multi-scale, multi-state, and ordered 

ensembles.

A relatively small number of models (e.g., 100), potentially only a subset of the entire 

ensemble computed by sampling, can be included in the IHM data file. There is no upper 

limit currently set for this number and it will evolve over time as PDB-Dev advances. 

Optionally, the complete set of coordinates from a large collection of sampled models can be 

provided as external files. It is recommended to provide these coordinates in a binary format, 

such as the DCD format (Brooks et al., 1983) that allows for inference of the molecular 

topology from the IHM data file.

Combining multi-state, multi-scale, ordered and ensemble attributes: Importantly, the 

four attributes of the expanded model representation described above can be combined with 

each other without limitations (Figure 5b). For example, a model may represent two states of 

a protein, each described by an ensemble of conformations; alternatively, a model may 

define an ensemble of pairs of conformations, each of which can be represented in a multi-

scale fashion and ordered in time or by some other useful criterion. The flexible model 

representation in the IHM dictionary is capable of handling the different combinations.

Modeling Workflow—Because different modeling applications can adopt substantially 

different workflows, it is difficult to describe the specific details of a modeling workflow in 

a data dictionary; an example is shown in Figure 6 (Shi et al., 2014). Despite these 

challenges, defining the modeling workflow offers significant advantages. It not only 
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provides richer data content for the end users of the archived data, but also facilitates 

reproducibility of the results archived in the repository. As a preliminary solution, the IHM 

dictionary provides a generic representation of the modeling workflow in terms of listing the 

protocols adopted and the steps followed during modeling and post-modeling processing of 

the results (Figure 6). These workflow definitions can be used to describe the steps involved, 

such as conformational sampling, and scoring and clustering of the models. In addition, the 

software protocols and scripts used as input in the modeling may be provided as external 

files to facilitate reproducibility of the modeling workflow. These definitions will be 

extended in the future to describe protocols and workflows yet to be developed by the 

community.

Support for model validation—One of the recommendations from the wwPDB I/H 

methods task force involves developing procedures for estimating model uncertainty, so that 

they can be appropriately used by downstream applications. Although development of a 

complete validation pipeline will require significant participation from the modeling and 

experimental data communities, some basic definitions that support validation are already 

provided in the IHM dictionary. The preliminary validation metrics currently defined in the 

dictionary include information on whether the crosslinking restraints are satisfied or violated 

by the sampled models.

Localization density is defined as the probability of any volume element being occupied by a 

given particle (e.g., an atom, residue, or a protein) (Shi et al., 2014). The localization 

densities provide valuable information regarding the precision (uncertainty) and/or 

conformational diversity of the sampled ensembles, which is essential for validation and 

interpretation of the structural model (Shi et al., 2014). The localization densities of sampled 

ensembles (Figure 6) have been represented as three-dimensional Gaussian objects in the 

IHM dictionary. The dictionary also allows for localization density files in the standard 

MRC format (Cheng et al., 2015) to be referenced as external files.

2.3 Software applications that support the IHM dictionary

A key factor that influences the utility of an archive is the availability of software tools that 

can automatically generate as well as utilize the data files that adhere to the data 

specifications followed by the archive. Development of such tools demonstrates that the data 

definitions in the dictionary are software accessible. We have benefited from two software 

programs to elucidate automated generation and utilization of data files that are compliant 

with the new IHM dictionary: (1) the IMP software (Russel et al., 2012) has incorporated 

internal support for the IHM dictionary and can output IHM data files (examples in the 

STAR methods section); (2) the ChimeraX visualization software (Goddard et al., 2018) can 

be used to visualize the structural models described in the IHM data file. ChimeraX supports 

the visualization of multi-scale models comprised of atomistic and non-atomistic 

representations, input spatial restraints such as distances from chemical crosslinking 

experiments, 2DEM images and 3DEM maps, preliminary validation metrics regarding 

satisfaction of input restraints, and the localization densities of sampled ensembles. For 

example, ChimeraX can display satisfied and violated crosslinks in different colors. 
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Examples of I/H models represented in the IHM data files and visualized using ChimeraX 
are shown in Figure 7.

2.4 The PDB-Dev prototype system

Based on the data definitions embodied in the PDBx/mmCIF and the IHM dictionaries, we 

have built a prototype system for archiving I/H models called PDB-Dev (https://pdb-

dev.wwpdb.org) that was jointly announced by the wwPDB leadership and the I/H methods 

team (Burley et al., 2017). PDB-Dev accepts models that comply with the new IHM 

dictionary and currently contains nine structural models that exemplify a variety of features 

of integrative modeling. Three models have been obtained from IMP (Russel et al., 2012; 

Shi et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2015), one from TADbit (Trussart et al., 

2015; Serra et al., 2017) with IMP, one from HADDOCK (Dominguez et al., 2003; van 

Zundert et al., 2015), and four others have been obtained from integrative modeling 

investigations (Belsom et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018) that use ROSETTA (Leaver-Fay et al., 

2011) and XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2018) modeling software (details in the STAR 

methods section and Figure 7). These structures are currently available for download from 

PDB-Dev. Six additional structures have been deposited to PDB-Dev and are on hold 

pending publication. The IMP structures were submitted to PDB-Dev in a dictionary 

compliant format. The other structures were individually processed by the PDB-Dev team in 

collaboration with the authors to ensure that they conform to the dictionary. We look forward 

to working with other I/H modeling investigators to create dictionary-compliant structures 

for archival in PDB-Dev.

Most of the I/H structures archived in PDB-Dev have already been published in peer-

reviewed journals, while some are on hold pending publication. We expect that more 

investigators will submit their models to PDB-Dev and that the submission of models to 

PDB-Dev prior to publication will become routine practice, just as it did for traditional 

structural biology methods. A critical need is the development of additional software tools 

that will support the automatic generation of data files that comply with the IHM dictionary. 

We are working with members of wwPDB I/H methods task force and the developers of I/H 

modeling software, such as ROSETTA (Leaver-Fay et al., 2011), HADDOCK (Dominguez 

et al., 2003) and BCL (Woetzel et al., 2011; Karakas et al., 2012; Weiner et al., 2014), to 

facilitate broader adoption of the new data standards. The creation of an automated 

deposition and archiving system that can handle models generated by a wide variety of 

modeling software is the focus of ongoing development. At present, PDB-Dev does not 

carry out any data curation or model validation activities. These requirements will be 

addressed in the future with input from the integrative modeling community and the wwPDB 

I/H methods task force.

3 Conclusions and future directions

The field of structural biology is evolving towards the development of I/H methods that 

incorporate information derived from a number of experimental and computational sources. 

To address the needs of the I/H modeling community, we have developed a new set of data 

standards for archiving I/H models. These data standards are organized in a dictionary of 
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data terms that describe the various features of I/H modeling, including the definitions for 

spatial restraints derived from different experimental techniques as well as descriptions of 

models that span multiple spatiotemporal scales and conformational states. The dictionary, 

consisting of over 300 new data terms, is easily extensible and is capable of handling the 

growing needs of the I/H methods community. Based on the new data standards, a prototype 

system for archiving I/H models, called PDB-Dev, has been implemented. PDB-Dev accepts 

structures that follow the specifications defined in the dictionary and currently contains nine 

I/H structural models. More structures are requested from the community to facilitate the 

continued development of software tools that support automated deposition and archiving. 

Further extension of the prototype system to build a comprehensive data curation and model 

validation pipeline for I/H models is the focus of future research. These activities will 

address the implementation of the remaining recommendations from the wwPDB I/H 

methods task force (Sali et al., 2015).

STAR Methods

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Nup84 sub-complex of the 
Nuclear Pore complex

Shi et al., 2014 PDBDEV_00000001

Exosome complex Shi et al., 2015 PDBDEV_00000002

Mediator complex Robinson et al., 2015 PDBDEV_00000003

Lysine-linked Diubiquitin Liu et al., 2018 PDBDEV_00000004

Human serum albumin 
domains in their native 
environment

Belsom et al., 2016 PDBDEV_00000005
PDBDEV_00000006
PDBDEV_00000007

3D Chromatin model of the 
first 4.5Mb of Chromosome 
2L from the Drosophila 
Melanogaster genome

Trussart et al., 2015 PDBDEV_00000008

Ribosomal RNA small 
subunit methyltransferase A 
complexed with 16S 
ribosomal RNA

van Zundert et al., 2015 PDBDEV_00000014

Software and Algorithms

IMP Russel et al., 2012 https://integrativemodeling.org

TADbit Serra et al., 2017 http://sgt.cnag.cat/3dg/tadbit/

HADDOCK Dominguez et al., 2003 https://haddock.science.uu.nl

XPLOR-NIH Schwieters et al., 2018 https://nmr.cit.nih.gov/xplor-nih/

ROSETTA Leaver-Fay et al., 2011 https://www.rosettacommons.org/software

Chimera Pettersen et al., 2004 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

ChimeraX Goddard et al., 2018 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimerax/

PDBx/mmCIF dictionary Fitzgerald et al., 2005
Westbrook, 2013

http://mmcif.wwpdb.org
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

IHM dictionary This work https://github.com/ihmwg/IHM-dictionary

PDB-Dev prototype system This work https://pdb-dev.wwpdb.org

Python Django Framework Django Software Foundation https://www.djangoproject.com

Bootstrap Framework Bootstrap Core Team https://getbootstrap.com

mmCIF dictionary software 
suite

RCSB PDB https://sw-tools.rcsb.org/apps/MMCIF-DICT-SUITE/index.html

MAXIT software RCSB PDB https://sw-tools.rcsb.org/apps/MAXIT/index.html

Contact for resource sharing

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by 

the Lead Contact, Brinda Vallat (brinda.vallat@rcsb.org).

Method details

I/H model datasets—Specific examples of I/H models have been used to guide the 

development of the IHM dictionary. Three of these are multi-scale models obtained from 

IMP (Russel et al., 2012), which include the heptameric Nup84 sub-complex of the nuclear 

pore complex (Shi et al., 2014) (Figure 7a), the multi-state exosome complex (Shi et al., 

2015) (Figure 7b), and the mediator complex (Robinson et al., 2015) (Figure 7c). These 

models were used to create the definitions for ensembles of multi-scale, multi-state and 

ordered models, starting structural models, modeling workflow, validation metrics, 

localization densities as well as descriptions of experimentally derived spatial restraints from 

CX-MS, 2DEM and 3DEM data. The multi-scale 3D Chromatin model of the first 4.5Mb of 

Chromosome 2L from the Drosophila melanogaster genome (Figure 7d) (Trussart et al., 

2015) obtained from TADbit (Serra et al., 2017) with IMP, using data from Chromosome 

Conformation Capture (Hi-C (Dekker et al., 2002)) experiments, was used to develop 

descriptions of hierarchical structural assemblies as well as to test the multi-scale 

representations. The atomic model of ribosomal RNA small subunit methyltransferase A 

complexed with 16S ribosomal RNA (van Zundert et al., 2015) modeled using HADDOCK 
(Dominguez et al., 2003) with spatial restraints obtained from 3DEM, mutagenesis, and 

DNA footprinting data was used to create definitions for generic set of distance restraints 

that may be obtained from different kinds of biophysical and proteomics experiments. Other 

examples used to develop and validate the dictionary definitions include the multi-state 

atomistic model of Lysine-linked Diubiquitin (Liu et al., 2018), obtained from XPLOR-NIH 
(Schwieters et al., 2018) using restraints derived from SAS, single molecule FRET and CX-

MS experiments (Figure 7e) as well as atomic structures of human serum albumin domains 

in their native environment (Belsom et al., 2016) elucidated using ROSETTA (Leaver-Fay et 

al., 2011) from CX-MS data and predicted residue contacts from high-throughput 

sequencing experiments. The contents of the IHM dictionary, as described in section 2.2, are 

based on the inputs, methods and outcomes of these investigations.

The data dictionary—The IHM dictionary is built as an extension to the PDBx/mmCIF 

dictionary (Fitzgerald et al., 2005; Westbrook, 2013) used by the wwPDB to archive 
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macromolecular structures. Wherever possible, existing definitions in the PDBx/mmCIF 

dictionary are re-used. New definitions are added to describe the specific features of I/H 

modeling (Vallat et al., 2016a; Vallat et al., 2016b). These new definitions are mapped back 

to the molecular system described in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary.

The IHM dictionary is maintained as a collaborative project on a public GitHub repository 

(https://github.com/ihmwg/IHM-dictionary). GitHub provides tools for version control and 

collaborative software development, such as creating branches for working simultaneously 

with different versions of a repository and reviewing proposed modifications through pull 

requests. Furthermore, it allows users to create bug reports and request new features that 

facilitate iterative enhancements. We have used the GitHub platform to freely distribute the 

IHM dictionary to members of the integrative modeling community, obtain their feedback 

and incorporate their recommendations.

IMP and ChimeraX—The IMP software is a comprehensive suite for integrative modeling 

of macromolecules and their assemblies (Russel et al., 2012). IMP now provides internal 

support for the IHM dictionary and can output IHM data files. This support has been 

implemented as a Python module within the IMP resource and is freely available to the 

public under the Lesser GPL license. Chimera is a widely-used software for visualizing 

macromolecules (Pettersen et al., 2004). ChimeraX, which is the next generation version of 

Chimera (Goddard et al., 2018), can be used to visualize the structural models and 

associated data, as represented in IHM data files. Because ChimeraX is under active 

development, it is recommended to use the daily builds of the software for visualization of 

I/H models.

The prototype archiving system—The PDB-Dev prototype system has been built using 

the Python Django framework for the backend (Django Software Foundation, 2009) and 

Bootstrap framework for the frontend (Bootstrap Core Team, 2017). PDB-Dev provides user 

registration and login functionalities along with a simple interface for uploading data files. 

Minimal data retrieval capabilities are provided to download the archived data files from 

PDB-Dev.

Other software tools—The mmCIF dictionary software suite (RCSB Developers, 2013) 

has been used to validate the syntax and format of the IHM dictionary and compliant data 

files. The MAXIT software (RCSB Developers, 2017) has been used to convert atomistic 

I/H models in PDB format to the PDBx/mmCIF format.

Data and software availability

The PDB-Dev website is available at https://pdb-dev.wwpdb.org. The IHM-dictionary is 

publicly distributed through a GitHub repository, https://github.com/ihmwg/IHM-dictionary.
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Highlights

• Integrative structural models of biological macromolecules archived in PDB-

Dev

• Data standards for archiving integrative structural models

• Multi-scale, multi-state, ordered, ensembles of structural models

• Spatial restraints derived from various experimental and computational 

methods
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Figure 1. Illustration of integrative modeling
Examples of experimental and computational methods that can provide spatial restraints for 

integrative modeling (top). Atomistic and coarse-grained starting structural models of 

components of a macromolecular assembly are shown in various representations (bottom 

left). Extensive conformational and/or configurational sampling is carried out to yield the 

optimized assembly models that satisfy the input spatial restraints (bottom right).
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Figure 2. Illustration of the data contents captured in the IHM dictionary
(a) The top row shows existing external resources that provide information regarding 

macromolecular sequence (UniProt and INSDC), small molecule data (CCDC), 

macromolecular structures (PDB and Model Archive), and various types of experimental 

data (PDB, BMRB, EMDB, SASBDB etc.). The second row shows the information derived 

from the external repositories, which is described in the IHM dictionary. This information 

includes details of the molecular components (reused from PDBx/mmCIF dictionary), the 

starting structural models of individual molecular components, and the spatial restraints 

derived from experimental methods (Electron Microscopy (EM), NMR, CX, MS, SAS, etc.). 

It is important to note that not all types of experimental information used in I/H modeling 

are currently archived in an experimental data repository. For instance, FRET and CX 

communities are beginning to address the requirements for building their own data archives. 

(b) The details of the integrative modeling algorithm that can produce an ensemble of multi-

scale, multi-state and ordered models are described in the dictionary.
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Figure 3. Extensions to the definitions of the molecular system
(a) Selected definitions in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary (Westbrook, 2013) that relate to the 

descriptions of small molecules (e.g., Heme), polymers (e.g., Hemoglobin α chain) and 

molecular complexes (e.g., human deoxy Hemoglobin) are shown. The definitions necessary 

to represent these molecular systems are provided in column 2. Specific examples that 

illustrate these definitions are provided in columns 3-5. (b) Examples of selected extensions 

in the IHM dictionary that describe coarse-grained representations such as spheres and 3D 

Gaussians (eg: segmentation of a 3DEM map) are shown in the left box. Examples of 

structural assemblies comprised of multi-scale representations including coarse-grained 

spheres and 3D Gaussians are shown in the right box. The different components of the 

assembly are shown in different colors.
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Figure 4. Descriptions of input data and restraints
(a) Input datasets that come from external databases or data sets referenced via DOIs. (b) 

The information captured regarding starting structural models. (c) The different types of 

spatial restraints derived from experiments.
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Figure 5. Representation of multi-scale, multi-state, and ordered ensembles of models
(a) Based on the definitions in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary, the IHM dictionary allows for 

ensembles of atomistic models in a single state. In addition, the extension dictionary 

includes definitions for non-atomistic multi-scale models with coarse-grained 

representations, models spanning diverse conformational states, and models related by time 

or other order. Spherical beads of various sizes shown in the structural models represent the 

multi-scale nature of the I/H models, each grey box depicts a single structural model and a 

collection of grey boxes represents an ensemble. (b) The four attributes shown in panel (a) 

can be combined without limitations in an IHM data file. Two examples are shown here. 

One comprises of two multi-scale states, each described by an ensemble (left). The other 

example is an ensemble of pairs of multi-scale states (right).
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Figure 6. Description of iterative integrative modeling workflow
The integrative modeling workflow is illustrated by its application to structure determination 

of the Nup84 heptamer (Shi et al., 2014). The four stages include: (1) gathering all available 

experimental data and theoretical information; (2) translating this information into 

representations of assembly components and a scoring function for ranking alternative 

assembly structures; (3) sampling and scoring of structural models; and (4) analyzing and 

assessing the models. In this case, representations of the seven components of the Nup84 

complex are based on crystallographic structures and comparative models of their domains. 

Component representations are coarse-grained by using spherical beads corresponding to 

multiple amino acid residues, to reflect the lack of information and/or to increase efficiency 
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of sampling. The scoring function consists of spatial restraints that are obtained from CX-

MS experiments and 2DEM class average images. The sampling explores both the 

conformations of the components and/or their configuration, searching for those assembly 

structures that satisfy the spatial restraints as accurately as possible. In this case, the result is 

an ensemble of many good-scoring models that satisfy the input data within acceptable 

thresholds. The sampling is then assessed for convergence, models are clustered, and 

evaluated by the degree to which they satisfy the data used to construct them as well as 

omitted data. The protocol can iterate through the four stages, until the models are judged to 

be satisfactory, most often based on their precision and the degree to which they satisfy the 

data. Finally, the models are deposited in PDB-Dev (https://pdb-dev.wwpdb.org, section 

2.4).
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Figure 7. Visualization of I/H models in PDB-Dev
Five I/H model examples from PDB-Dev visualized using ChimeraX (Goddard et al., 2018) 

are shown. (a) The Nup84 sub-complex of the nuclear pore complex (Shi et al., 2014). (b) 

The exosome complex (Shi et al., 2015). (c) The mediator complex (Robinson et al., 2015). 

(d) 3D chromatin model comprising of the first 4.5Mb of Chromosome 2L from the 

Drosophila melanogaster genome (Trussart et al., 2015). (e) The Diubiquitin model (Liu et 

al., 2018). In the Nup84, exosome, and mediator structures, the multi-scale coarse-grained 

models are shown as spheres along with the starting structural models (cartoon), localization 

densities (transparent contour surfaces) and the distance restraints obtained from chemical 

crosslinking experiments (dotted lines), where available. The 3D chromatin model is shown 

using a coarse-grained beaded representation and the Diubiquitin structure is an atomistic 

model shown using a traditional cartoon representation of the two ubiquitin chains in 

different colors.
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